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The Further Adventures of Hank the Cowdog
2011

hank the cowdog almost loses his job as head of ranch security when he develops a case of eye crosserosis

The Original Adventures of Hank the Cowdog
1988

hank the cowdog head of ranch security is framed for the murder of a chicken and becomes an outlaw with the coyotes

The Original Adventures of Hank the Cowdog
1999

hank the cowdog head of ranch security is framed for the murder of a chicken and becomes an outlaw with the coyotes

Every Dog Has His Day
1999

hank the cowdog gets into more and more trouble before he is able to find a happy solution to his problems

Hank the Cowdog
1983

for use in schools and libraries only hank the cowdog head of ranch security is framed for the murder of a chicken and
becomes an outlaw with the coyotes

The Original Adventures of Hank the Cowdog and the Further Adventures
of Hank the Cowdog
2002-04

hank the cowdog investigates reports of a phantom dog on the ranch

The Phantom in the Mirror
1999

for use in schools and libraries only hank the cowdog is head of ranch security in this action packed adventure series that
will tickle funny bones of adults and children alike

Hank the Cowdog and Monkey Business
1990

hank saves slim from a sure death endures a terrible whipping from the hooking bull is left wounded in the pasture and
meets up with junior and wallace the father and son buzzards hank the cowdog 18

Hank the Cowdog
1992-09

hank the cowdog winds up in town for an adventure in getting out of a case of soap hydrophobia

It's a Dog's Life
1999



join hank head of ranch security as he runs the 18 wheeler marathon meets rambo in the dead of night and charms his
nieces and nephews with his tales of courage against the coyotes hank the cowdog 17

Hank the Cowdog
1992-09

for use in schools and libraries only hank the cowdog is head of ranch security in this action packed adventure series that
will tickle funny bones of adults and children alike

Hank the Cowdog and Monkey Business
1998-08

the ranch is in the grip of a heat wave and to make matters worse there is a raging rottweiler on the loose it is up to hank
the cowdog head of ranch security to teach the visiting pooch some manners hank the cowdog 36

Hank the Cowdog
2000-09

originally published new york viking 2001

The Fling
2011-10

fearless hank the cowdog head of ranch security enters the dark unchanted forest to rescue his master s son from sinister
the bobcat

Hank the Cowdog
1998-08

hank is less than thrilled with the new dog on the ranch hank the cowdog 35

The Case of the Saddle House Robbery
2000-05

for use in schools and libraries only hank the cowdog is head of ranch security in this action packed adventure series that
will tickle funny bones of adults and children alike

Hank the Cowdog and Faded Love
1985

hank the cowdog uses his all of his sleuthing skills as head of ranch security when a major theft occurs on the ranch and
miss beulah is kidnapped

Hank the Cowdog: The Case of the Kidnapped Collie
1996-09

hank the cowdog and deputy drover investigate a monster that appears just as they are about to arrest eddy the rac for
ripping one of sally may s sheets while it hangs on the clothesline

Hank the Cowdog
2002-02

pete the barncat reports a phantom dog in the old mirror in the machine shed and hank must clear the silent dog off the



ranch before sally may s annual church choir christmas party hank the cowdog 20

Hank the Cowdog
1993-09

slim the cowboy has to save hank after he accidentally swallows a fishhook

The Case of the Vanishing Fishhook
1999

previously published houston tex maverick books c1992

The Case of the Hooking Bull
1999

while battling a blinded blizzard to get cough syrup for baby mollie fearless hank charms miss beulah the collie dog saves
slim and drover from freezing sings a love song about fleas and outwits pete the barncat

Hank the Cowdog Lost in the Blinded Blizzard
2000

for use in schools and libraries only hank the cowdog is head of ranch security in this action packed adventure series that
will tickle funny bones of adults and children alike

The Case of the Car-barkaholic Dog
2000

hank the cowdog and drover engage in an epic battle with the coyotes as they all seek some meaty treats

The Case of the Deadly Ha-ha Game
2001

a tornado has hank trapped in the house

The Case of the Swirling Killer Tornado
1999

hank the cowdog and his cowardly companion drover find themselves in a spooky place on halloween night

The Case of the Halloween Ghost
1999

when a calf is murdered hank a wily cowdog and head of ranch security pursues a gang of wild dogs and a clan of coyotes
to find the killer

Hank the Cowdog: Murder in the Middle Pasture
1998-08

a convoy of circus trucks is passing through the ranch the last truck in the column hits a bump and a large red box falls off
and comes to rest in the pasture hank and drover investigate the box and discover that it contains a circus monkey pete
advises hank not to open it but hank s curiosity gets the best of him what follows is fun and adventure



Monkey Business
1990

hank the cowdog head of ranch security is framed for the murder of a chicken and becomes an outlaw with the coyotes

Original Adventures of Hank the Cowdog
2003

hank the cowdog and his sidekick drover find themselves confronting a huge storm in the middle of the night hank the
cowdog 25

Hank the Cowdog
1995-09

while battling a blinded blizzard to get cough syrup for baby molly hank saves slim and drover from freezing

Lost in the Blinded Blizzard
1998-08

hank the cowdog quits his job as head of ranch security and travels in search of adventure and romance

Hank the Cowdog, Faded Love
1999

for use in schools and libraries only hank the cowdog is head of ranch security in this action packed adventure series that
will tickle funny bones of adults and children alike

Hank the Cowdog and Let Sleeping Dogs Lie
1986

hank tries to outwit pete the barncat

The Curse of the Incredible Priceless Corncob
1998-08

hank the cowdog head of ranch security discovers that drinking a bucket of plant food restores his energy but also gives
him a serious case of mopwater poisoning

The Mopwater Files
1999

hank the cowdog 44

Hank/Cowdog
2004-05

pete the barncat swindles the intrepid cowdog out of his job as head of ranch security

Hank the Cowdog: The Case of the Missing Cat
1998-08

the popular hank the cowdog series is based on the humorous antics of the canine head of ranch security in this first book



hank and his little buddy drover set out to solve a series of baffling murders on the ranch is hank a suspect an outlaw can
he clear his good name

The Original Adventures of Hank the Cowdog
1983

hank the cowdog has to find out what bit him when he stuck his nose into a large pipe

The Case of the Double Bumblebee Sting
1999
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